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About SpaceTouch: 
• Founded by Princeton Ph.D.s and faculty in 2015 
• Patented capacitive gesture sensing technology 
• Virtual reality and interactive displays 
• Offices at Princeton eHub at 34 Chambers St.  

Cool Project Hiring: 
• Gesture interaction on smartphone-based VR goggles 
• Android VR interactive app development 
• Period: Internship April and May  
• Summer program is available too

Contact us at hu@spacetouch.co (not .com!) 
Visit us at 34 Chambers St., Suite 017

mailto:hu@spacetouch.co
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Project Submission
https://dropbox.cs.princeton.edu/COS333_S2016/Project 

productguide.pdf 
finalreport.pdf 

${leader_netid}.tar.gz 
 

… only one submission per group; please use leader’s netid,  
even if someone else submits, i.e. joestu might submit jeleve.tar.gz 

https://dropbox.cs.princeton.edu/COS333_S2016/Peer 
peer.txt 

… all students submit, rating each other member of their group.  
there are 3 points available per other group member,  

and no score may be <0

https://dropbox.cs.princeton.edu/COS333_S2016/Project
https://dropbox.cs.princeton.edu/COS333_S2016/Peer
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Professional Ethics Overview



Professional Ethics in Engineering
❖ North American professionalism standards developed in 

early 20th century as reactions to engineering disasters



Professional Ethics in Engineering
❖ Professionalism standards developed in late-19th and 

early 20th century as reactions to engineering disasters

❖ Each of the major engineering societies established 
codes of ethics, and many governments established 
deeper licensing requirements.

src

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ritual_of_the_Calling_of_an_Engineer#/media/File:Ritual_of_the_Calling_of_an_Engineer_Oath.jpg


http://www.ferretronix.com

http://www.ferretronix.com


Professional Engineers
❖ Accredited PEs:

❖ ABET engineering degree
❖ Fundamentals examination
❖ Engineering experience 

under a senior PE
❖ Principles and Practice exam

❖ Code of ethics dates to the 
1940s



And into the modern day

src

Citigroup Center - 601 Lexington Avenue, New York  
 
William LeMessurier - structural engineer  
 
Diane Hartley ’78 (BSE - Civil) - Princeton undergrad  

… wind-tunnel tests showed winds on the corners could 
bring down the tower (est. once in 55 year wind event)

… worse, without power for the self-stability system, 
the risk was only a once in 16 year wind event

Evacuate building? Alert the public? Fix in secret? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citigroup_Center#/media/File:CitigroupCenterNight.jpg


Software isn’t the same, you say …



Software Engineering
❖ ACM/IEEE-CS aspirations and details. Eight Principles:

Public Client/Employer Product Judgment

Management Profession Colleagues Self

http://www.acm.org/about/se-code


To the Public



To Your Client/Employer

http://dilbert.com/strip/2004-01-27



To the Product

http://dilbert.com/strip/2011-02-15



To Your Colleagues



To Yourself



Machine Ethics

–Paul Fenwick

“How do we program machines to act in an ethical 
way? What does it mean for something to be acting 

in an ethical way?” 

Examples adapted from Fenwick’s talk “Machine Ethics and Emerging Technologies”
Note: these slides will make no sense without the lecture, but you can check out the source 

of the example in the first ~15 minutes of his talk here: YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9snMlhCU5ug
















Okay, imagine such a car exists …







If you wouldn’t buy one …

❖ Does this mean there’s a 
market for “unethical” 
autonomous vehicles?



If you wouldn’t buy one …

❖ Are programmers of these 
vehicles ipso facto unethical 
themselves? 

❖ Where does “for the public 
good” Principle end?



Let’s reboot

















There are no easy answers …



But it’s your responsibility 
to ask the right questions


